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attack Launch an attack or assault on begin hostilities or start warfare with.
An attack of nausea.

breach
An act of breaking or failing to observe a law, agreement, or code of
conduct.
They alleged breach of copyright.

busybody A person who meddles in the affairs of others.
Others considered him an interfering busybody.

encroach Advance beyond the usual limit.
The sea has encroached all round the coast.

encroachment Influencing strongly.
Urban encroachment of habitat.

impinge Impinge or infringe upon.
Several factors impinge on market efficiency.

incursion An attack that penetrates into enemy territory.
Incursions into enemy territory.

infringe Actively break the terms of (a law, agreement, etc.
Such widespread surveillance could infringe personal liberties.

interfere
Of light or other electromagnetic waveforms interact to produce
interference.
Light pulses interfere constructively in a fibre to emit a pulse.

interfering (of a person) tending to interfere in other people’s affairs.
Interfering busybodies.

interloper
Someone who intrudes on the privacy or property of another without
permission.
To her I was always an outsider an interloper.

intervene Occur between other event or between certain points of time.
He acted outside his authority when he intervened in the dispute.
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intrude
Enter unlawfully on someone’s property.
To intrude political criteria into military decisions risks reducing
efficiency.

intruder
A person who intrudes, especially into a building with criminal intent.
The intruder had pulled out drawers and dumped their contents on the
floor.

intrusion The action of intruding.
He was furious about this intrusion into his private life.

intrusive
(of a sound) pronounced between words or syllables to facilitate
pronunciation, such as an r in saw a film.
Tourist attractions that are environmentally intrusive.

invasion
The act of invading; the act of an army that invades for conquest or
plunder.
The tumor s invasion of surrounding structures.

meddling Intrusive in a meddling or offensive manner.
My mother s meddlings annoyed me.

misdemeanor A crime less serious than a felony.

oppressor A person of authority who subjects others to undue pressures.
They overthrew their colonial oppressors.

raid Conduct a raid on.
Officers raided thirty homes yesterday.

robber A person who commits robbery.

transgress Act in disregard of laws, rules, contracts, or promises.
She had transgressed an unwritten social law.

trespass Enter someone’s land or property without permission.
Don t trespass on my land.

trespasser A person entering someone’s land or property without permission.
A trespasser on his land.

usurpation Entry to another’s property without right or permission.
A succession of generals who ruled by usurpation.

violate Violate the sacred character of a place or language.
They violated the terms of a ceasefire.

violation A disrespectful act.
Flagrant violations of normal democratic procedure.

violator A person who breaks or fails to comply with a rule or formal agreement.
Monica is able to name the violators of her body.
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visitor A member of a sports team on tour or playing away from home.
I m expecting visitors later this evening.
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